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Abstract—With the rise of digital platforms for the real         
estate market in Sweden, and their record of transaction         
data, there is still a lack of proper utilization and          
presentation of available data. The traditional      
geographical city areas are usually too large and varying         
to perform accurate analysis on. This report explores the         
possibility of dividing central Stockholm’s predefined city       
areas into smaller submarkets using data-driven methods.       
The smaller submarkets would provide a more       
homogeneous description of their respective area and serve        
as a better basis for valuation estimators. The creation of          
the submarkets are done through clustering, a subsection        
of Machine Learning. Different clustering algorithms are       
attempted in order to test for their fit to the model. Results            
are evaluated by analyzing the variance of attributes        
within and between the clusters, ensuring that variance is         
low within and high between. The results are also         
compared to predefined city areas, in order to ascertain         
the improvement achieved with the data-driven model.       
The data output is presented graphically in Google Maps         
for a visual evaluation while also allowing ease-of-use for         
potential commercial customers. The results were an       
interactive map with differentiated and mostly      
non-overlapping clusters. The best clustering algorithm      
was Hierarchical clustering that lowered the internal       
variance by 33% and increased the external variance by         
171% compared to predefined city areas. A potential        
future use of properly delineated submarkets could include        
higher precision valuation estimators or more relevant       
apartment recommendations for a company such as Booli. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

THE process of buying a new home has always been a           

special chapter in a person’s life. Whether it being a first time            
home in the shape of a condo or a large villa the purchase, or              
sale, is one of the biggest economic transactions of a lifetime.           
However, before unlocking the door to new homeownership        
there is quite a rigorous process. Transferring your safe zone          
from one place to another implies high involvement in terms          
of information gathering as well as proposition evaluation [1].         
Hence, from a buyer’s perspective, the process has habitually         
been associated with worn out analysis of prospective homes         
to fit budget as well as personal requirements. 

Asymmetric information is the phenomena where one party        
of a transaction possesses greater material knowledge than the         
other party. Generally, almost all economic transactions       
involve asymmetric information [2]. Stroebel implies that the        
value of a house’s structure includes hard-to-observe aspects        
of construction control [3]. We therefore argue that the         
housing market in Stockholm city constitutes such a market         
with heterogeneous informed buyers and sellers. Put in simple         
terms, the consequence of asymmetric information proposes       
inefficient market outcomes [4]. 

To alleviate the effects of asymmetric information there are         
several countermeasures in place. Firstly, the broker, whose        
mission is to simplify a housing transaction while embracing         
the role as objective mediator as well as providing information          
guidance for both buyer and seller [5]. A basis for this role            
implies the broker to have deep understanding of the housing          
area and its current pricing situation. 

Entering the digitalization age (1997-2008), existing offline       
content was transformed into online content with the help of          
internet as a commercial tool [6]. During this period digital          
platforms were established within the housing industry. The        
content of these platforms has supplied the market with greater          
transparency and thereby reduced the information gap. 

Digital platforms facilitate the economic transaction for the        
buyer and seller by providing statistical information about        
housing areas on their public access sites. They have also          
become a valuable tool for the broker to use in his profession            
in order to get an accurate understanding of local areas. Given           
the relatively short history of platforms in the housing market,          
this report suggests further value-adding techniques for digital        
platforms.  

A. ABOUT BOOLI SEARCH TECHNOLOGIES AB 
The provider of this project is Booli Search Technologies         

AB (“Booli”), which was founded in 2007 with the vision to           
create a search engine showing real estates for sale in Sweden.           
This was a free service offered to consumers on their website           
www.booli.se. Since then, Booli has expanded their website to         
include history of sold real estates as well as real estate           
valuation. In 2011 the company also acquired       
www.Hittamaklare.se, a website which allows consumers -       
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also for free - to find recommended realtors. This expansion in           
free services to consumers goes in line with Booli’s belief of a            
transparent housing market resulting in buyers and sellers        
making more informed decisions [7]. 

All of Booli’s services are made possible due to their          
data-driven nature; they collect, purchase, process and present        
data. This has consequently led to a new service, where they           
sell advanced real estate data to construction developers,        
realtors, banks etc, as well as offering the service “Booli Pro”           
which is a tool to analyze the real estate market [8]. 

Today Booli has 30+ employees and offers Sweden’s        
largest selection of real estates for sale, sold price history and           
real estate valuations with 1.5 million unique visitors each         
month on www.booli.se and www.Hittamaklare.se combined      
[9]. Booli was acquired in 2016 by SBAB Bank AB, a           
state-owned bank operating in the mortgage loans market [10]. 

II. DEFINITIONS 
Apartments in this report refers to apartments in housing         

cooperatives (“bostadsrätt” in Swedish). 
Neighborhoods in this report refers to smaller, local areas         

that are similar - with a focus on the apartments and buildings            
themselves, rather than the social aspect. 

Complex data in this report refers to an apartment’s data          
that is either abstract such as architectural type, or infeasible to           
acquire economically such as ceiling height, which is not         
collected today. 

Hedonic price is a method of pricing where the ‘base value’           
of a good is raised or lowered by external or perceptual           
factors, often used in the real estate market. 

Spatial contiguity means that an area is whole,        
non-overlapping and unbroken.  

Booli in this report refers to the company Booli Search          
Technologies AB, the provider of this project. 

III. BACKGROUND 
Digital platforms provide easy access to information       

pertaining individual apartments for the Stockholm      
metropolitan area. Some difficulty arises when attempting to        
determine an appropriate hedonic price for an individual        
apartment, as a frame of reference needs to be created. The           
individual apartment could be compared to the average        
apartment of its larger area, for example: “the condition of this           
individual apartment appears to be slightly worse than the         
average apartment of Östermalm while it is positioned in a          
slightly more attractive area of Östermalm”. It can quickly         
grow vastly more complex as additional attributes are        
considered and weighted against the perceived averages. As a         
solution to this problem Booli offers an automated pricing         
service, which attempts to calculate the hedonic price based on          
the eight closest apartments as a frame of reference [11]. 

A study performed by Bourassa et. al. has deemed this          
method of approach as superior, stating that submarket        
equations perform better than an overall market equation [12].         

The term submarket was defined as “a set of dwellings that are            
reasonably close substitutes of one another, but relatively poor         
substitutes for dwellings in other submarkets”. Other than        
increasing accuracy of pricing estimators, submarkets can aid        
a variety of real estate actors. Buyers can better overcome          
their search costs [13] as searches provide access to more          
relevant results and allow more advanced filtering. Realtors        
may improve their marketing [14] while banks and investors         
are able to more accurately calculate house price risk [15].  

To accurately define a submarket is difficult however, as         
they are generated by a complex process of supply- and          
demand-side dynamics which are based on both spatial and         
structural influences [16]. In addition there are several        
methods to delineating a submarket, such as predefined        
methods: zip codes, census tracts [17], local government        
boundaries, after property type, the socioeconomic      
characteristics of geographical areas or by areas as predefined         
by real estate agents [12]. These methods are usually referred          
to as a priori. The second set of methods are data-driven: the            
most important features from a large dataset are determined         
and then used to delineate the market into submarkets [12]. 

 
 
Figure 1. Currently predefined areas available to homeowners in         

Stockholm. Östermalm for example is an area in Stockholm city with           
a land area of 18 square kilometers [18] and approximately 42 000            
residences, with more than 99 % being apartment buildings [19]. 

 
The majority of results produced by Bourassa et. al. could          

not statistically ascertain the superiority of data-driven       
approaches compared to a priori defined submarkets, but one         
result pointed to largely improved results using clustering        
algorithms. The authors concluded: “It seems reasonable to        
expect that more precise data for individual dwellings could         
permit construction of submarkets that should be clearly        
superior to a priori submarkets” [12].  

Data-driven approaches can be accomplished with Machine       
learning. Machine learning attempts to predict the properties        
of unknown data [20]. The problems can be divided into two           
categories: supervised and unsupervised learning, where      
supervised learning has a set of correct answers while         
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unsupervised learning has no target values. Clustering is        
considered an unsupervised learning method, which attempts       
to discover groups of data points sharing similarities [20].  

One such clustering method, called hierarchical clustering,       
was explored by Goodman and Thibodeau in 1998 for the          
purpose of delineating housing markets [21]. The underlying        
concept of spatial analysis is that all homes within a close           
geographical area share amenities associated with the location.        
“The housing characteristics that determine a property’s       
market value are nested in a hierarchy—properties within        
neighborhoods, neighborhoods within school zones, school      
zones within municipalities, and so on.” [17]. This type of data           
would be indirectly stored in the location data of the data           
point. The thought behind effective hierarchical clustering is        
that the method should mirror the real world hierarchical         
pattern of areas within areas, and therefore it potentially         
provides properly delineated submarkets. 

IV. PURPOSE 
The project aims to solve the problem of today’s large,          

internally heterogeneous, a priori defined areas for       
Stockholm. Dividing the predefined areas into smaller       
data-driven submarkets should permit more accurate statistics       
for a given area. This will be done by properly balancing           
structural and spatial attributes. Subsequently, increased      
transparency within the housing market can be achieved,        
which lowers the amount of asymmetrical information and        
increases market effectiveness [22]. 

The underlying idea is to automate much of an individual’s          
labor of searching, comparing and valuing apartments - which         
would mean a reduction of search costs for consumers active          
in central Stockholm. A properly implemented delineation of        
submarkets would also provide the groundwork for improving        
the accuracy of Booli’s automated price estimator. 

An additional motivation behind the project’s origin is to         
capture complex data of an apartment. A success in capturing          
complex data would lead to fewer in-person visits, as digital          
platforms can make informed suggestions depending on       
previously visited apartments within the same submarket. In        
general, the housing market will move towards a paradigm         
shift in which digital platforms automate and simplify the         
majority of the information flow for the process of buying a           
home [23].  

The purpose of this project is to cluster the apartments of           
Stockholm city into neighborhoods that are both       
geographically reasonable on a map and internally       
homogenous. The problem of data-driven methods according       
to Wu and Sharma is that they do not impose spatial contiguity            
on submarkets [24] which would mean that, if not careful          
while adjusting input parameters, the resulting clustering       
might be overlapping or split up into pieces. As mentioned          
earlier, both spatial and structural influences should be        
considered when delineating submarkets - as location       
indirectly holds information concerning close amenities such       

as schools, restaurants etc. Whereas structural attributes such        
as construction year indirectly confer information pertaining to        
the style and architecture of the apartment. According to         
Goodman and Thibodeau “spatial disaggregation will      
generally increase the prediction accuracy” [17] meaning that        
clusters which are very internally homogeneous are clustered        
mainly by structural attributes. Such clusters however, would        
not be reasonably presented on a map. Therein lies the          
dilemma: maximizing internal homogeneity without     
compromising spatial contiguity. 

A. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
This project attempts to answer the following problem        

statement: 
 
Is it possible to group apartments into differentiable        

neighborhoods in Stockholm city, and if so, what would be the           
added value for a company like Booli? 
 

This problem is further expanded into: 
 

- Can clustering (Machine learning) effectively be used       
to group apartments? 

- What should characterize a differentiable     
neighborhood for the associated information to be       
valuable? 

- How can the information be visualised and developed        
for commercial use? 

B. SCOPE 
This project investigates computer science aspects such as        

data collection, machine learning and data analysis as well as          
business and market aspects. 

Given this multidisciplinary approach it is therefore       
important to set a defined scope to allow for meaningful and           
coherent results to be produced. The supposition during the         
project is that these different aspects should complement each         
other such that the result is more valuable than the sum of its             
parts. 

Stockholm city will be the area of focus in this report. Why            
we choose a large city in Sweden and not multiple cities or            
Sweden itself is because that the density of apartments is          
naturally higher and less varying in a large city, which can be            
an important factor for clustering. Specifically Stockholm city        
was chosen partly due to being the capital of Sweden, making           
it more relatable to international readers, and partly due to the           
fact that the authors’ are all based in Stockholm and thus a            
certain domain knowledge exists, which is important when        
clustering [25]. 

Apartments, as defined in II. Definitions, and not any other          
kind of residential type such as rental apartments or houses,          
will be used to form our dataset. This is because the vast            
majority of residences in Stockholm city is apartments. 

Lastly, the business and market analysis is limited to Booli          
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and similar companies. Associated B2C and B2B relations        
will be discussed. The products considered is properly        
delineated submarket data, presented as an easily readable        
map. Future possible use of submarket data will also be          
considered, such as being the basis of accurate price valuation. 

C. GOALS 
The goal is to delineate central Stockholm into submarkets         

which are both internally homogeneous and externally       
heterogeneous. This should be achieved using a clustering        
technique in a Python program. The program should also         
output the result as an easily readable map. 

The fact that the submarkets are internally homogeneous        
means that all data, both simple and complex, pertaining to          
the apartments should share similarities between data points.        
Being externally heterogeneous means that each submarket       
identifies a unique segment of central Stockholm. Fulfilling        
both criterias ensure that the submarkets increase accuracy of         
hedonic price estimators, which in turn provide tangible value         
for a company such as Booli.  

Evaluation of this goal - within our scope - will be done by             
measuring the variance of attributes within and between        
clusters, as well as visually inspecting the clusters on a map to            
assert that the clusters are cohesive and non-overlapping. 

The goal will be evaluated as follows: 
- The variance of attributes within the clusters should        

be smaller than the variance of attributes within        
clusters based purely on spatial features. This ensures        
that any additionally considered features, other than       
spatial, increase accuracy of the method. 

- The variance of the attributes within the clusters        
should be lower than the variance within the        
predefined areas (Östermalm, Södermalm etc.). This      
ensures that the submarkets defined through a       
data-driven approach are more internally     
homogeneous than currently predefined areas. 

- Gather and compare a sample of complex data of         
clusters with highly different simple data (ie.       
attributes). This ensures that there is a link between         
simple and complex data. The only available data for         
clustering is simple data, but the motivation for a         
prospective buyer is both simple and complex data.  

- Visually inspect the clusters on a map to assert         
cohesiveness and the fact that they are       
non-overlapping. This ensures that the submarkets      
are spatially contiguous and easily readable.  

D. SOCIAL ASPECTS 
A major contributor to the accelerated development of        

machine learning in the past few years can be found in           
enormously increased available data and more powerful       
computer hardware. These perks have allowed for the machine         
learning field to be incorporated in numerous industries. For         
the housing market, one of the uses of machine learning has           

been as a means to finding an accurate model for price           
valuation.  

Statistical information is often used as the initial point of          
reference for home buying transactions. The statistical output        
implies a truly objective explanation behind house prices by         
relying on historical data, in contrary to the realtor’s estimate          
which is influenced by former education, experience and        
understanding of the local area. 

As a means of providing objective data, Booli provides a          
price valuation algorithm, which has a margin of error of +/- 5            
% in roughly 42 % of the cases [26]. An error in the valuation              
algorithm could lead to one side of the transaction making a           
bargain while the other makes a poor deal. Additionally, there          
is a risk of transactions being canceled due to faulty valuation           
generation leading to wrongful expectations. 

Evidently, the validity and precision in the machine’s        
algorithms is an important factor for the housing market when          
relying on machine contributions. In numerous fields there        
have been data breaches which cause a mistrust from the          
public towards the general computer field - including machine         
learning - and hence might impede the adoption rate of the           
technique.  

The social debate on how personal information is and         
should be stored among companies has been a hot topic during           
the writing of this paper, as GDPR legislation is enforced in           2

parallel. What exact implications this will have on digital         
platforms operating within the housing market is uncertain.        
However, there are already signs of change in the         
infrastructure of operators dealing with statistical services       
provided by personal information, whom are thus concerned        
by GDPR. Booli is no exception to the regulation. As their           
services provide data that can be related to a physical person,           
such as street address and coordinates, it is considered         
personal information. In the course of this study, Booli’s API          
has been used for data retrieval. The authors of this paper have            
thus been restricted by GDPR and take full responsibility for          
the integrity of data in accordance to the regulation. 

Furthermore, hedonic prices characterize the real estate       
market, much because of an individual’s sentimental values        
bound to a dwelling. Personal preferences explain consuming        
behavior [27]. For this reason, constructing a universally        
accepted model with machine learning, be it neighborhoods        
through clustering or valuation estimates, is hardly possible. 

Algorithms are considered 100% objective but are in reality         
prone to the subjectiveness of their programmer or logical         
fallacies. 

V. THEORY 
This sections is divided into five more or less chronological          

steps where the theory of each step will be explained such that            
a student with a technical background may satisfactorily        

2 The European Union’s (‘EU’) new General Data Protection Regulation          
(‘GDPR’), regulates the processing by an individual, a company or an           
organisation of personal data relating to individuals in the EU [46]. 
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understand. 

A. DATA COLLECTION 
Data is the starting point of all machine learning, where it is            

required as input in order to calculate an output. If one does            
not create the input data, one must collect it. 

API stands for application programming interface and,       
specifically a web API, allows users to access resources         
through an interface over the web. The interface serves to          
simplify the access for the user but also to protect the           
resources from unwanted read access or from overloading the         
server, for instance. 

Ever since “Web 2.0” started to trend, web API’s have          3

gone more and more towards using REST (representational        
state transfer) which is an architectural style of stateless         
communication between a web service and its users, based         
around HTTP. In a so called RESTful web service, requests          
are made by a user and a response is sent in the format of              
HTML, XML or JSON. [29] 

B. DATA PRE-PROCESSING 
Performing pre-processing on a dataset before clustering is        

often a necessary step depending on the requirements of the          
respective clustering algorithm (such as allowed types of input         
parameters) but it can also affect the quality of results greatly           
[32]. 

Pre-processing involves varying number of steps based on        
the intended machine learning algorithm and is usually        
performed in an unstructured way due to the difficulty in          
choosing the right sequence of processing steps, in turn due to           
the lack of standardized processes that exist for pre-processing         
today [32]. 

Cluster algorithms are commonly distance based, meaning       
that the distance between data points are of great importance.          
This means that the features, especially if they are of different           
types, need to be properly scaled in relation to each other. This            
is accomplished through feature scaling, one method of which         
normalizes each feature to each other, removing the mean and          
scaling the variance. 

The features may have an order of importance, however,         
which means that the less important features should have less          
weight. Correctly weighting the input parameters according to        
their order of importance in describing the modeled problem         
has a high impact on the end result [33]. The weighting of the             
parameters can be approximated partly by initially adjusting        
them according to counseling from an expert in the field [34],           
and partly by evaluating the end result while adjusting the          
parameters through trial and error.  

Implementing data pre-processing can be done more or less         
manually, but many solutions exist to simplify and streamline         
the process. One such solution is Pandas, an open-source         

3 “Web 2.0” is a term popularized by Pete O’Reilly and Dale Dougherty in              
2004, and refers to the new trend that websites focus on user-generated            
content and ease of use. 

library for the Python programming language. Pandas       
provides powerful and easy-to-use data structures that allows        
data analysis methods to be performed on them. 

C. CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS 
A tool for machine learning algorithms when using the         

Python programming language is the scikit-learn library. The        
library contains efficient methods for data analysis.       
scikit-learn interoperates with NumPy arrays. In other words,        
the methods inside scikit-learn perform advanced      
computations on vectors to generate beneficial and       
comprehensible output data. 

Machines’ biggest strength compared to human brain       
activity lies in reading large amounts of data swiftly. A          
weakness however can be found in its linguistic competence.         
Words are therefore transformed into numbers in the shape of          
vectors to speed up the reading process as well as enhancing           
the computational analysis. 

Machine learning can be divided into two different forms;         
unsupervised and supervised. Unsupervised machine learning      
is the process of modeling an underlying structure based on          
the input data. There are no predefined output groups, instead          
the characteristics of the Numpy vectors decide the different         
output group(s) that may arise. 

Clustering is the most common unsupervised method [35]        
and maps an input object into a subset consisting of several           
objects; given a set of n objects, clustering algorithms find k           
groups based on a similarity measure. The process is done by           
comparing vectors to each other, more specifically by        
performing numerical computations on elements between      
vectors and compare multiple results, to find the best matches          
of vectors (objects). 

There are different types of cluster methods, meaning that         
the grouping of objects are determined through different        
calculations. Before describing the different methods in detail,        
it is worth mentioning the mutual distance units they use. 

This part introduces the distance algorithms used for the         
apartment clustering, namely Euclidean and City-block      
distance.  

Euclidean distance is a measure of the true straight line          
distance between two points in Euclidean space. The metric         
applies the Pythagorean theorem between data points. Given        
two points and in , the euclidean distance  A   B   Rn     dE
between them is calculated by: 

 

 dE = √(A )1 − B1
2 + (A )2 − B2

2 + ... A )+ ( n − Bn
2  
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Figure 2. Euclidean distance in two dimensional space. 
 
The city-block metric (sometimes referred to as Manhattan        

distance) moves along one dimension of the space at a time           
and returns the sum of the dimension lengths. Using the same           
two points and in , the city-block distance is given  A   B   Rn       
by: 

 
..dE = A|| 1 − B1

|
| + A|| 2 − B2

|
| + . +  A|

| n − Bn 
|
|  

 

 
Figure 3. City-block distance in two dimensional space. 

1) HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING 
There are two primary types of Hierarchical clustering:        

agglomerative and divisive clustering. Agglomerative     
clustering is a bottom-up technique, where each datapoint start         
as a cluster and a tree is built from the leaves to its root -               
ending in one cluster. Divisive clustering is the opposite,         
starting from one cluster and then dividing it into several          
clusters [37]. Hierarchical clustering is a relatively, compared        
to k-means, expensive method varying between      

and (exhaustive search) in time(N Log(N ))σ 2   (2 )σ N      
complexity. The advantage of Hierarchical clustering is that it         
requires no domain knowledge of feature data, and therefore         
of practical use when considering real world data [38].  

Murtagh lists six different methods of agglomerative       
clustering, which can be divided into two subclasses:        
geometric or graph methods [39]. The first three methods, part          
of the geometric class are: the centroid method, the median          
method and Ward’s minimum variance method. They are        
called geometric since the clusters are represented by a single          
center point when they are formed. The graph methods on the           
other hand represent its clusters as a subgraph or fragment of           
interconnected points. The associated methods are called the        
single, the average and the complete linkage method.  

A general description of agglomerative clustering using the        
geometric subclass can be divided into four steps: 

 
“1. Determine all  dissimilarities between objects. 
2. Create a new cluster from two the closest objects or           
clusters. 
3. Redefine dissimilarities between new cluster and other        
objects or clusters (all other interpoint dissimilarities       
remaining unchanged). 
4. Return to 2 until all objects are in one cluster.” [39] 
 

On the other hand, a general description of the graph          
subclass can be divided into three steps: 

 
“1. Examine all interpoint dissimilarities, and form cluster        
from  two closest points. 
2. Replace two points clustered by representative point or by          
cluster  fragment.  
3. Return to 1, treating clusters as well as remaining objects,           
until all objects are in one cluster.” [39] 
 

The methods implemented by the agglomerative clustering       
in scikit-learn is Ward, average linkage and complete linkage.         
The difference between them is explained as follows: Ward         
attempts to minimize the sum of squared differences within         
clusters; complete linkage attempts to minimize the maximum        
distance between pairs of clusters; Average linkage attempts        
to minimize the average distance between pairs of clusters.         
[37]. 

 

 
Figure 4. Complete linkage 
Retrieved from:  
http://www.saedsayad.com/clustering_hierarchical.htm 

 
Figure 5. Average linkage  
Retrieved from:  
http://www.saedsayad.com/clustering_hierarchical.htm 

2) K-MEANS CLUSTERING 
K-means clustering is a partitional clustering technique,       

meaning that it uses a flat partition of the dataset and is not             
nested into a tree as the above mentioned hierarchical         
clustering. It repeatedly assigns each object to the closest         
cluster center and calculates a new center for that cluster [38].  

K-means is the most used partitional clustering algorithm        
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[40]. It is a versatile algorithm, which allows almost all of its            
aspects to be modified for runtime [41]. According to Celebi          
et al. it is also invariant to data ordering, has a low memory             
usage, a fast and guaranteed convergence rate. The time         
complexity for k-means is where n is the number of    (nkdi)σ        
data points, k is the number of clusters, d is the number of             
dimensions for the feature vectors and i is the number of           
iterations needed until convergence [42]. The amount of        
iterations is generally small, only a dozen.  

Even if k-means is very effective timewise and widespread         
in use, it has a major drawback: The solution is largely           
dependant on the initial placement of the cluster centers,         
which means that poor random starting conditions will lead to          
bad results [43]. In order to counteract this, k-means is often           
implemented with multiple random restarts in practise. 

D. DATA POST-PROCESSING 
After performing a machine learning algorithm, data       

post-processing can be done to analyze the results in order to           
understand them better, diagnosing logical errors and maybe        
even refine the results. This may involve calculating accuracy,         
precision or other test scores. 

VI. METHODOLOGY 
This section outlines how cluster analysis was carried out as          

well as how it was graphically visualised. It follows the same           
chronological steps as the V. Theory section above. A quick          
note on the tools used; the programming language used is          
Python , the reason for this being that all three authors are           4

proficient in the language with 2-3 years of experience, as well           
as being the most popular language for jobs in the fields of            
Machine learning or Data science [28]. Python is used         
end-to-end in this project which is made possible by the          
assortment of powerful libraries that are available - Pandas,         
NumPy, scikit-learn and gmplot are some of the outstanding         
ones used. More detail about these is given in the subsections           
where they are introduced. 

A. DATA COLLECTION 
Data for this project is gathered through the public web API           

that Booli offers [30]. There are different sources of data of           
this kind but Booli’s public API was a natural choice given           
that they are the project provider, thus making the project’s          
results coherent with the company’s systems and standards, as         
well as for the reason that Booli has the largest database of            
sold real estates in Sweden [31]. No official registry exists,          
which is why Booli purchases, scrapes and has partnerships in          
order to collect this data, and has done since 2013. 

GET-requests are sent to the server, which returns data on          
apartment entries in JSON format, with a filtering option. In          
order to get the data needed for clustering, the GET-request’s          
filter is set to only return sold apartments within Stockholm          
city (“Stockholms Innerstad”), an area predefined by Booli.        

4 More specifically; Python version 3.5-3.6. 

This returns a JSON-file with 45’275 apartment entries, each         
containing up to 29 features. It is worth to note that this is not              
the number of unique sold apartments. A unique apartment         
may have several entries if it has been sold several times since            
Booli started collecting data. The entries that are deemed as          
most relevant for this project are the following: longitude,         
latitude, listed price, sold price, living area, construction year,         
municipality name and rent. 

B. DATA PRE-PROCESSING 
In order to simplify the pre-processing of the JSON-file         
retrieved from the previous data collection, it is converted into          
a data structure called DataFrame from the Pandas module.         
This allows the use of built-in Pandas methods to give it the            
right shape, remove unwanted features, check for and replace         
NULL-values as well as perform feature scaling. 

NULL-values are replaced with the mean value of the         
respective feature. This potentially makes the NULL-values       
have less of a negative impact to the clustering results. 

The feature scaling method used removes the mean from all          
features as well as scales the variance, making all the features’           
values range from -1 to 1 with the mean being 0. This is the              
best practice for clustering in scikit-learn [33]. 

The weighting of the features are done last. The structural          
attributes are scaled one by one in a pipeline which uses a            
three dimensional vector (longitude, latitude and studied       
structural attribute). Construction year has been deemed as the         
most important structural feature, which is why the other         
structural features are scaled relatively lower than it. 

Lastly, the modified DataFrame is converted into a NumPy         
array, which is the preferred data type for cluster algorithms in           
scikit-learn. 

C. CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS 
Considering the project’s clustering is made on both spatial         

and structural apartment entries, it is difficult to determine         
why one metric would excel the other. Contested explanations         
within the field have been put forward attempting to define a           
standard distance metric for high dimensional spaces. One        
such attempt recognizes the city-block metric the most        
preferable for high dimensional applications, followed by the        
Euclidean metric [36]. Other viewpoints suggest a more        
subjective approach; the metric of choice is based upon the          
purpose and context of research as well as data distribution.          
Bearing this in mind, both metrics are tested in the study. 

As part of the project goal is to present a viewable           
two-dimensional map of the clusters it is of importance to use           
partitional clustering, meaning that the clusters are       
geographically non-overlapping hence each data point      
(apartment) belonging to exactly one subset. 

The cluster methods used in the research are individually         
explained in the coming subsections. 

1) HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING 
The hierarchical clustering algorithm is a predefined       
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method from the python package Scikit-learn. Due to the         
nature of hierarchical clustering; relatively slow runtime and        
high memory usage, a slight amount of accuracy is traded for           
ease of practical execution. This is achieved by creating a          
connectivity matrix through implementation of the scikit       
method ‘nearest neighbors’, which determines the closest       
neighbors to each data point. Inputting the connectivity matrix         
limits the amount of points the algorithm has to consider at           
each step, thereby giving it a far faster runtime. It should be            
noted however, that the optimum solution can never be found          
under these constraints. Other input parameters for the        
clustering algorithm itself is ‘complete linkage’, ‘euclidean’       
and target amount of clusters, which are achieved by dividing          
the total amount of data points with the intended points per           
cluster (PPC).  

2) K-MEANS CLUSTERING 
The k-means clustering used also originates from the python         

package Scikit-learn. It is far faster than the hierarchical         
clustering, however in this particular dataset, it is at the cost of            
accuracy. The scikit-learn implementation of k-means      
automatically initiates as the ‘k-means++’ variant, which       
improves the initial positioning of the center points for the          
clusters. Other input parameters include ‘iterations’, ‘amount       
of restarts with varied center positions’, ‘tolerance’ as well as          
a target cluster number - in our case determined by a target            
number of points per cluster.  

D. DATA POST-PROCESSING 
Post-processing functions in this project is focused on        

measuring the variance of our clustering results, and        
comparing it to other kinds of clustering methods and         
pre-defined areas. This will give an indication as to whether          
the results satisfies the specified goals, but also to check for           
erroneous data or operations that might skew the results. 

The analysing methods of Pandas, as well as our own code,           
is used to perform this analysis on our cluster results. The           
average internal and external variance of all the individual         
clusters’ attributes: construction year, rent, living area, listed        
price and sold price. 

The same analysis is ran on 1) a clustering that is based on              
a dataset with only two features; latitude and longitude, and 2)           
the predefined city areas of Stockholm city. The different         
analyses is then compared to one another. 

Data of number 2) was collected using Booli’s public API          
where the apartments of the city areas making up Stockholm          
city was fetched. The seven city areas are “Östermalm”,         
“Vasastan”, “Södermalm”, “Kungsholmen”, “Gamla Stan”,     
“Gärdet” and “Norrmalm”. 

E. DATA VISUALIZATION 
A helpful tool in evaluating the results of a clustering          

algorithm is to visually inspect the output data. Humans are          
more apt at taking in and comparing large amounts of data           
visually through an image, rather than inspecting a long table          

of output. Problems may arise in representing the data if it is            
of higher dimension, as visual output is limited to the 2nd or            
3rd dimension.  

The chosen clustering model uses five features as input         
parameters: longitude, latitude, construction year, living area       
and rent. This would normally incur a problem in presenting          
the data, as all five parameters are required to represent a           
datapoint. Apartments as data points can be identified and         
represented by their location alone, as their physical location         
is unique and by itself an easy way for a human to relate to the               
data. 

The data output is, for the above mentioned reasons,         
presented in Google Maps using the python module gmplot.         
Apartments are represented as points in a scatter plot, while          
clusters are represented as polygon areas. The clusters can         
display further information by storing the three additional        
features; construction year, square meters and rent in the red,          
green and blue color channel of the cluster. For example, a           
cluster containing newly built, small apartments with high rent         
will be blue. This will allow for easy inspection and          
comparison of different clusters, as every cluster will be a          
different nuance of color. 

VII. RESULTS 
The results are first evaluated by performing tests on input          

parameters. By varying the input parameters the performance        
of different methods can be ascertained. Lastly, standardized        
and optimized results are presented. Input parameters: 

● PPC = Points per cluster. Determines the intended        
points per cluster and therefore the amount of clusters         
as well as their size. 

● k_N = Neighbors used in KNeighborsClassifier. How       
many neighboring points each point should consider       
in the connectivity matrix used for hierarchical       
clustering. 

Control variables: 
● Sold price: The final price of an apartment. 
● Price/m²: Price per square meter. It is influenced by         

the size of an apartment, where smaller ones        
generally have a higher price/m² all else considered        
equal. 

● Price multiplier: Sold price/listed price = multiplier.       
A very naive pricing valuation tool might use price         
multiplier * listed price to guess the final price of an           
apartment. Testing for this variable evaluates how       
well the model may improve a very naive valuation         
tool (and therefore indicate its use in complex tools). 

 
How the number of data points per cluster (PPC) influences          
k-means clustering (fig. 6): 
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Sold 
Price 
(SEK)  PPC=100 PPC=50 

Price 
multiplier PPC=100 PPC=50 

Internal 
Std. dev. 1’925’407 1’908’493 

Internal 
Std. dev. 

0.10267

4 0.099766 

External 
Std. dev. 1’418’772 1’911’987 

External 
Std. dev. 

 

0.03286

7 0.037061 

Figure 6. Internal: In clusters. External: Between clusters. Good         
results are indicated by low internal std. and/or high external std. 
 
How the number of data points per cluster (PPC) influences          
hierarchical clustering (fig. 7): 
Sold 
Price 
(SEK)  PPC=100 PPC=75 PPC=50 PPC=40 PPC=30 PPC=20 

Internal 
Std. dev. 1’788’778 1’745’546 1’760’506 1’746’209 1’706’139 1’652’651 

External 
Std. dev. 1’544’750 1’544’579 2’070’526 2’518’082 2’676’831 2’872’373 

Price 
multiplier PPC=100 PPC=75 PPC=50 PPC=40 PPC=30 PPC=20 

Internal 
Std. dev. 

0.10087

5 

0.10137

0 0.100408 

0.09962

6 0.097711 0.094517 

External 
Std. dev. 

 

0.03804

0 

0.03849

3 0.040320 

0.04440

3 0.04777 0.051098 

Figure 7. Good results are indicated by low internal std. and/or           
high external std. 

 
How the number of neighbors in the K_Neighbors algorithm         
influences the hierarchical clustering (fig. 8): 
Sold 
Price 
(SEK)  k_N=6 k_N=7 k_N=8 k_N=9 k_N=16 

Internal 
Std. dev. 1’760’506 1’757’134 1’785’524 1’797’140 2’064’674 

External 
Std. dev. 2’070’526 2’615’604 2’886’419 2’896’659 3’575’304 

Price/m² k_N=6 k_N=7 k_N=8 k_N=9 k_N=16 

Internal 
Std. dev. 14219 14066 14137 14097 14004 

External 
Std. dev.  16163 16713 16788 17009 19164 

Figure 8. Good results are indicated by low internal std. and/or           
high external std. 

 
The input vector, and its features: longitude, latitude, living         
area, rent and construction year are tested with hierarchical         
clustering below (fig. 9): 
Sold 
Price 

All attr. 
(5D) 

No area 
attr. (4D) 

No rent 
attr. (4D) 

Only year 
attr. (3D) 

Only spatial 
attr. (2D) 

(SEK)  

Internal 
Std. 
dev. 1’786’524 1’837’476 1’761’232 1’788’743 1’816’909 

Extern
al Std. 
dev. 2’886’419 2’577’077 1’718’841 1’716’654 1’707’872 

Price/
m² 

All attr. 
(5D) 

No area 
attr. (4D) 

No rent 
attr. (4D) 

Only year 
attr. (3D) 

Only spatial 
attr. (2D) 

Internal 
Std. 
dev. 14137 14887 14267 14688 14742 

Extern
al Std. 
dev. 16788 14523 15745 13839 13724 

Price 
multipli
er 

All attr. 
(5D) 

No area 
attr. (4D) 

No rent 
attr. (4D) 

Only year 
attr. (3D) 

Only spatial 
attr. (2D) 

Internal 
Std. 
dev. 0.099267 0.100269 0.100328 0.100172 0.100560 

Extern
al Std. 
dev. 0.046190 0.043394 0.041174 0.041079 0.040143 

Figure 9. Results vary depending on omittance of input         
parameters. Good results are indicated by low internal std. and/or          
high external std. 

 
Summary table of ‘standardized’ results (fig. 10): 

Sold 
Price 
(SEK) 

Predefined 
areas 

Hierarchical 
clustering 

K-means 
clustering 

Mean 5’201’197 4’844’135 4’855’415 

Interal 
Std. dev. 2’608’215 1’757’134 1’908’493 

External  
Std. dev 964’791 2’615’604 1’911’987 

Quota 0.37 1.489 1.002 

Figure 10. The average mean and standard deviation of all          
individual clusters & currently predefined areas (Södermalm,       
Östermalm, Vasastan, Gamla Stan, Gärdet, Norrmalm,      
Kungsholmen). This while trying the keep the input parameters         
equal, only varying the type of submarket algorithm. Quota (external          
std. divided by internal std.) is an indication of ‘total performance’,           
where a higher number is superior. 
 
Note that there are gaps in the outlined clusters indicating          
there is either no apartments there, or that none have been sold            
in the area since 2012. 
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Figure 11. Google Maps output of Hierarchical clustering. More         

intense greens indicate higher prices while darker colors indicate         
lower prices. Red dots are outliers: often apartments of very large           
size or price. Greyed out areas indicate missing data on sold prices. 

 
Figure 12. Same map as figure 11, but zoomed in at Odenplan. 

VIII. ANALYSIS 

A. DATA ANALYSIS 
The results of the current set of algorithms point to a           

general improvement when implementing a data-driven      
method. A lower PPC, and therefore smaller and more         
numerous clusters, provide better results (see fig. 6 & 7). The           
improved results for k-means through parameter tuning are        
very marginal, which is why that method was not pursued          
further. Hierarchical clustering was superior for solving this        
type of problem, as it achieved better results at ‘baseline’          
while also improving relatively more through the tuning of         
input parameters.  

The control variables were selected to measure how well         
each algorithm performed. Price-related variables are      
relatively non-correlated to the clustering result, as they were         
intentionally excluded from the input vector. Another       
advantage of using price as a control variable is that it also            
reflects customer expectations and valuations - therefore it        
indirectly holds information pertaining to the condition and        
style of an apartment.  

All input parameters are relevant for the result. Even if          
some results point to a lower internal std. dev. (see fig. 9), the             
external std. dev. is lowered in all cases. External std. dev.           
should be kept as high as possible, in order to ascertain that            
one can distinguish between different clusters. 

The internal standard deviation of the worst performing        

clustering algorithm, k-means, is approximately 27% lower       
than that of the predefined city areas. Hierarchical clustering         
has an internal standard deviation which is approximately 33%         
lower than the predefined areas. This doesn’t consider the         
external standard deviation though, in which case the quotas         
should be more indicative of actual performance. In that case          
hierarchical clustering outperforms the predefined areas with a        
factor of four. Conclusively, a submarket delineation based on         
hierarchical clustering should prove a better basis for        
valuation estimators. 

 
Optimum results for hierarchical clustering (fig. 11): 

 
Price/square 
meter 

Sold Price 
(SEK) Price multiplier 

Mean 79001 5’642’913 1.094159 

Interal 
Std. dev. 12787 1’368’882 0.086812 

External  
Std. dev 17489 2’902’144 0.059062 

Quota 1.37 2.12 0.68 

Figure 13. Input parameters: PPC: 12, neighbors: 7 sf: 1/75 
(sf = scaling factor for structural attributes). The very small cluster           

size allows for additional weighting on structural attributes without         
overlapping.  

B. CLUSTER VISUALIZATION ANALYSIS 
The k-means clusters show a pattern of equally large groups          

with no geographical overlapping. Whether real life       
neighborhoods follow similar size is arguable, rather the        
similar sized groups stem from the nature of k-means and its           
focus on centroids. The relatively high level of spatial         
contiguity shows promise of k-means clusters to be used as a           
tool for commercial use. 

The hierarchical clusters have higher variety in       
characterization in comparison to k-means. The shape of the         
clusters are more random which reveals a different set of          
identified structural patterns. However, the varied cluster       
shapes causes a problem for visualization as overlapping        
frequency increases. A general theme is that accuracy comes         
at the expense of readability. 

IX. DISCUSSION 

A. ADDED BUSINESS VALUE 
A large portion of Booli’s revenue comes from their         

products pertaining statistical information on the housing       
market. The result of our study shows a more detailed          
description of central Stockholm compared to the predefined        
areas. The findings suggest a utilization in Booli’s product         
portfolio as more accurate information can be mediated and         
sold to clients. Additionally, Booli’s public services on its         
website benefit from the findings. 

The statistical findings propose that differentiated      
neighborhoods have been reached, and could therefore be used         
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as a tool in the buying or sale process of users. This implies             
that the prototype can be used as a tool for simplifying the            
manual and rigorous process currently used today. A potential         
buyer will have an easier time analyzing and observing his          
prospective new home, thanks to submarkets allowing a more         
detailed information presentation. 

B. FUTURE IMPLEMENTATIONS 
A potential future use of properly delineated submarkets        

could include higher precision valuation estimators or more        
relevant apartment recommendations for a company such as        
Booli. 

Building on this specific project, it could be interesting to          
look at what the color coding could achieve for the usability           
and readability, making it more attractive as an offered service          
for end customers. For instance, coloring the clusters based on          
average sold price, price per living area or price multiplier. 

Another interesting point of further evaluation would be to         
examine how the GDPR has influenced the housing market.         
The future will reveal the impact that follows with the new           
law, which might problematize the way digital platforms run         
their businesses today and hence affect the level of         
applicability the study’s finding brings to the house market         
and its stakeholders. For Booli specifically, the regulation        
could jeopardize their vision of a transparent housing market,         
for instance by regulating the way housing market data can be           
collected, scraped and shared..  
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XII. APPENDIX 

Figure 14. Google Maps output of Hierarchical clustering. 

Figure 15. Google Maps output of Hierarchical clustering (zoomed towards Odenplan). 
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Figure 16. Google Maps output of k-means clustering. 
 
 
 

Figure 17. Google Maps output of k-means clustering, with data points marked out (zoomed towards Odenplan). 
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